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LESSON 4 ‘THE WAVE OF FORTUNE’ 

SUPPORT MATERIAL: IMPORTANCE, BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS, BOOMERANG. 

 

In our previous lessons we covered, the Space of Variations, Pendulums, and learning 

how to defeat Pendulums by dropping importance, ‘renting yourself out’, and not 

creating excess potential. Now, comes for the fun! When you have successfully 

managed to follow the discussed steps you have set yourself up for the delightful 

encounters with ‘the Wave of Fortune’, also referred to as ‘the Wave of Success’ and 

the Bluebird of Happiness… 

 

Metaphors such as “The Bluebird of Happiness” and “The Wheel of Fortune” have 

quite a material basis. It is well known that success and failure follow one another, 

like bad days and good days. How do we exclude bad days from our lives? 

Your Thoughts are coming back to you like a boomerang  

 

READ: 

REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS IV  

CHAPTER III  THE WAVE OF SUCCESS  

 

SUMMARY 

The wave of success is an accumulation of favourable tracks in the space of variations. 

The flow of fortunate events follows only if you have been inspired by the first success. 

Destructive pendulums take you away from “The Wave   of Success”. 

Having freed yourself from pendulums you get the freedom to Choose. 
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Q & A 

 

Q: Why is it necessary to maintain transmission of positive energy in regards to the 

wave of success?  

A: Transmission of positive energy will keep you on positive life tracks where new 

fortunate circumstances continue. Transmission of negative energy will allow a 

pendulum to adhere to you taking you away from these positive life tracks. 

Q: What does the ‘Wave of Success’ carry? 

A: Good news, jobs, success, luck, positive life experiences, other positive people etc. 

 

 

READ: 

REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS IV  

CHAPTER III  THE BOOMERANG 

 

SUMMARY 

 

There will always be life tracks where you will be just as dissatisfied as before while 

getting what you “want”. 

Replacing negative thought patterns with positive thought patterns is only possible by 

taking conscious control over your thoughts. 

 

Q & A 

 

Q: What is the boomerang effect?  

A: The boomerang effect is the world handing you exactly what you are thinking about. 

Q: Why does replacing positive thoughts with negative thoughts change things so 

simplistically? 

A: The only thing the world is doing is producing a perfect reflection of you attitude to 

reality. 
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READ: 

REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS IV  

CHAPTER III  THE BOOMERANG  

 

SUMMARY 

Your thoughts always return to you like a boomerang. 

Receiving and transmitting negative energy, you create your own hell. 

Receiving and transmitting positive energy, you create your own heaven. 

Pendulums won’t throw you off the wave if you have the habit of remembering. 

The habit of remembering is formed through systematic practice. 

 

Q & A 

 

Q: How do pendulums interfere with receiving and transmitting positive thought 

energy?  

A: They have the power to replace positive thoughts with negative thoughts, 

transporting you to another life track that is not as beneficial. 

Q: Why does one unpleasant event follow another? 

A: because transmitting negative energy will simply attract more negative energy. 

 

 

READ: 

REALITY TRANSURFING STEPS IV  

CHAPTER III  THE TRANSMISSION 

 

Use pendulums to further your PURPOSE and goals. 

Remember that every day you spend Transurfing, you are consciously moving 

closer towards your dream, and this means you are controlling your own destiny. 
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Q & A 

 

Q: Why is good news so quickly forgotten yet bad news lingers?  

A: Good news doesn’t stir the same emotions as bad news. 

Q: Why is the story about the man missing his plane relevant?  

A: Negative thought frequency attracts negative events. 

Q Why is there the same response when one misses out on positive events as 

well? 

A: As humans we do not like when there are changes to the script we have 

created inside of our heads. 

Q: To maintain your ride on the ‘The Wave of Fortune’, what are the key things 

to remember?  

A: Maintain positive thought emissions, drop importance, do not create excess 

potential, beware of pendulums, be on good terms with yourself and your 

surroundings. 

 

CONCLUSION 

So now we know exactly why we usually get what we actively do not want. We also 

know why we receive what we actively strive for, without creating excess potential 

of course. It is crucial that we maintain a positive thought frequency to not only 

remain on the wave of fortune but also to maintain a pleasurable environment. 

Once you have experienced the delightful cascade of pleasant events that come 

along with ‘the Wave of Fortune’ you will slowly begin to understand how you can 

extend these ride and harvest more and more desirable events and 

circumstances from them. You will also start to recognize the destructive effects 

pendulums have on these rides and thus they become easier to recognize and 

manage. I hope you have enjoyed the conclusion of Module I, and hope you will 

join us for additional Transurfing discoveries in Module II. 

 

HOMEWORK 

READ: SUPPORT MATERIAL 

We recommend you keep reading: 

Reality Transurfing Steps I-V written by Vadim Zeland. 
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